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Language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol used by people to communicate each other. Register is the terms used for a variety of language determined by subject matter, whereas are varieties of language which are determined primarily by the speaker’s attitude towards the hearer (or reader) of the subject matter, or to the purpose of the communication. Other linguists claim that register is another complicating factor in any study of language varieties. Registers are set of vocabulary items associates with discrete occupational or social groups. Surgeons, airline pilots, bank managers, of course, one person may control a variety of register: can be a stockbroker and an archeologist, or a mountain climber and an economist.

The purposes of the study are to know kinds of register, and to know the lexical meaning of register used by Arema football club in Malang. The scope of this study is only about a study on the lexical meaning of the register used by Arema football club in Malang.

The design used in this study is descriptive. The data on the lexical meaning of the register were collected from observation and interview with Arema football club in Malang. The subject of this study was part of the Arema football club in Malang. The informants took from 11 players. To collect the data, the writer observed the dialogues occurred among the football player in Arema football club in Malang. Then, the writer conducted data triangulation in order to get valid the data. To analyze the data, the writer uses following procedure analyze the data: 1) Collecting the data, 2) Analyzing the data, 3) Arranging the data, 4) Drawing conclusion based on the data.

The result of this study shows that from the 69 registers used by Arema football club in Malang. But after the researcher conducted the data triangulation, there were 3 registers incorrect that used by Arema football club in Malang.

Finally, the writer suggests that this study will encourage the other researcher to conduct the better research, especially in sociolinguistics course.